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Charles LaBlonde

"Let's Get Together"
Let's get. together . We could very easily convince ourselves
that, a society like AHPS, with members all over the world,
is really not a society at all . After all, the dictionary
defines a society as " an organized group of persons
associated together for some purpose . " Are we really
associated together? Well, 1 guess all of us who send in
our dues and receive our Tells are associated together,
sort, of . But we can be really associated together if we
take an active part in AHPS activities . Bid in the auction,
fill a sales book, share your favorite cover with the other
members.

But let's also get together in person . On the back of this
page you will find a list of volunteers who keep AHPS running.
When you are off on your summer vacation and find yourself
near one of them, pick up the phone and say hello . The real
thrill of philately is making new friends and making lifetime
friendships . i extend a personal invitation to one and all
to give me a call. when your work or vacation brings you
to the Boston area . And don't forget our national convention
at SESCAL in October . Come by and swap some lies with your
fellow members.

Finally, and certainly not least, get together with our
dealer friends . By mail or in person, they stand ready to
advise you and help you find that special item . Their
advertising in Tell is very important to making AHPS a
society.

On behalf of the entire AHPS i want to extend congratulations
to Harlan Stone who has been elected an honorary life member
of AMPS . He has dedicated his life to bringing us together.
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EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

Help!
First the good news . Congratulations to Harlan Stone on his

"Honorary Life Membership " number 8 in AHPS . Well deserved

and long coming.

Then the bad news . Publisher Joe W . Reilly has resigned as
publisher after long hard service to our membership . We have
all appreciated Joe ' s many efforts, and we will miss working
with him . President Chuck La Blonde has asked " if you would
like to volunteer for that job, he would like to hear from you.

President Chuck and Secretary Dick have mentioned they had a
good time at SCOPEX '85 . Probably get a report in next issue.

Thank you Mr . R . L . Rainey for all your support and great ideas
for TELL . Your " small but competent " advertising agency in
North Canton, Ohio is all it is said to be . You are appreciated.

Mrs . Sophie Buser has donated her collection of bulletins dating
back to 1938 to TELL . We hope to find some good information
for future issues . You still show that you are the Number 1
lady of Swiss philatelic support.

Thank you Max Rhineburger for your Liechtenstein Study Group
bulletins . I think they are well done and great! I ' ll send
you "my" membership to help support your efforts.

We have marvelous support with material for TELL, but you are
the judge . Tell us what you like . Also patronise our "Mini-
ads " and support our advertisers. They help us improve in many
ways.

Your editor has all kinds of requests to publish material in
TELL . As you can see in this issue, I like illustrations,
but better yet I like a good story . Tell us something about
what you are sending . You are the experts . Tell us about that
trip you took ; about how difficult it was to put your collection
together ; make it interesting . I don ' t want to write your story.

Lastly, I appreciate the "HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY " newsletter
sent by Honorable Editor Mrs . E . J . Rawnsley, 3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Drive, Bangor Regis, W . Sussex P021

	

2EL, ENGLAND.

"THERE'S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE"

.. ... ... ... .. . .. . . .. ... .. . .. . .. . .. .. ... . .. .. ... .. . .. ... .. . .. ... .. . .. .. ... .. . .. ... . .. .. . . .. .. . .. ... . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. ... .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. ... .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .

Talk
tome!
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REGIONAL DIRECTOR WEST

	

JOHN B . BALLARD

FromWAYOUT WEST

Dy this time you 've read about plans for our ::

National Convention at SL DAL, Los Angeles, this coming OCTOBER 25, 26 & 27!

So RIGHT : :Ob is the time to get your favorite Swiss material up

and running. Mount up, folks, and show off a few frames of that,good

stuff at SESCAL!

Doesn ' t matter if this is the first time you 've exhibited, at

least I hope it doesn ' t, because this will be the first time for me

toc . So don't be shy! Were looking forward to seeing andlearning

from your exhibit too.

be hope you can come to SESCAL in October and join in the

festivities ; but in any event, mail in your material to SESCAL so we

can fill all of the 10- frames allotted to us . The show prospectus

tells you how.

SESCAL is a national–level, first–class show and our society,

AHPS, will be the featured stamp society!

The show prospectus is now ready . '.:Write for it, enclosing a

biz–size SASE, to: BOB THOMPSON, General Chairman, S7 CAL, PO Box

42148, Point Mugu, California 23042

And do write me with your ideas and suggestions . We need your

help in making this the best National Convention . . ever!

John Ballard, Regional Director West, 2 754 East Rancho `Drive, Phoenix,

AZ 85016

SESCAL'85*

It won 't be the same without you ,
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HONORARY LIFE MEMBER #8

	

BY PRESIDENT CHARLES J . LABLONDE

HELVETIA ELECTS STONE
HONORARY LIFE MEMBER

Harlan Stone is putting the finishing touches to "A History
of Organised Swiss Collecting in the United States back to 1938,"
something he has been an important part of making.

Back in the 1950's the old Helvetia Society for Collectors
of Switzerland (1938-1957) he was accepted as the only teenage
member . Harlan has been making history ever since . Our board
of directors have chosen him to be our Honorary Life Member
number eight.

For the successor Helvetia
Philatelic Society of America
(1967-1974) he served as Pres-
ident from July 1968 to June
1971 and as editor of the
HelvetiaAlphornfrcm 1969
to 1974.

Harlan wrote our popular
slide prcgram entitled
"Switzerland : A Panorama
of Its Postal History and
Stamps," which was intro-
duced at Interphil, the
International Shaw in
Philadelphia in 1976.

A frequent exhibitor, Harlan
has prepared a different show
every year since 1971 . He ' s
won the last three grand awards
at our national conventions.

During the 1970 ' s many
articles appeared in the
philatelic press based on many of Harlan's exhibits.

Harlan became one of two vice-presidents of AHPS in 1975
(when the society's merged), and in 1977 he became a single
VP until 1981 when he assumed the presidency for a two year
term . He has since been our publicity chairman.

In addition to being the publicity chairman, Harlan is
Chairman of our Postal History Study Group . We are Affiliate
Number 52 in the APS, and he is a member of the APS Speakers
Bureau on Switzerland and postal history.

It is with humble pride that I have the privilege of report-
ing this news to you . Other Honorary Life Members are Sophie
and the late Eddie Buser, Jr ., Ernest A . Kehr, Robert C . Ross,
Jan Donker, Robert T . Clarke, and Felix Gans.

Harlan Stone (Life Member NB) pictured in a 1982
photo with AHPS " Wanderpreis" and other award winners
-- E . Walton, Felix Ganz, and Ralph Soderberg.
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

Hello! The plot thickens in the ongoing saga of the 1980
Olympic non-issue . The rumor mill is working full time and
apparently with ample factual grist for the wheel . It seems
clear now that there is a large stock (800 sets?) of these stamps
in the hands of a private dealer and there are also First Day
Covers and Maximum Cards in some hands . All this after official
word had promised that all sets had been destroyed with the
exception of the sheets in the postal museum . This means either
a serious accounting problem or an even bigger security question.
Warrants have been issued and the investigation is continuing.
The FL government can expect full cooperation from the Swiss
government ; and also from the Germans who have .dealt firmly
with similar problems . Most recently with the X stamps. However,
it remains to be seen whether Pandora's Box can be closed in
view of the practical and legal problems involved in this stamp
roundup .

	

Stay tuned for more adventure of the Moscow High
Jumpers.

I had a most enjoyable dinner recently with AHPS President
Chuck La Blond and study group chairman Max Rhineberger . "Liech-
tenstudy " is a reality . A big thank you is in order to all
the members of the AHPS for allowing this important development
of Liechtenstein philately in the USA.

Formal contact has been made with the German Liechtenstein
Study Circle (RLS) . They produce an excellent publication for
those who can read -- even a limited amount of German . There
are excellent illustrations . Many thanks to Herr Gabriel and
Herr Neuhold for their assistance . The group can be contacted
through the Secretary Herr Karl Luberger, Ring der Liechten-

steinsammler, Alpenstrasse 8, Penzberg, 8122, Fed . Rep . of
Germany.

My comments about stamp repair and regumming drew several
comments from fellow colllectors of postally used material.
I especially liked Joe Dreve ' s letter . Joe suggests an exhibit
of stamps with only the gum side up to show how silly this whole
area has become . A Very Dull Exhibit would be a great title.

A beautiful auction catalog was received from Hans R.
Schwarzenbach,

	

(Limmatquai

	

72,

	

8001,

	

Zurich,

	

Switzerland).
There are many superb FL lots .

	

I was especially interested
in Lot 17 . It was described as Pk #8 (Austrian postal card)
cancelled Schaan Aug . 21, 1884 to Vaduz with a receiving thimble
cancel of the same day . The real kicker is the marking on the
back of the card apparently applied at the Schaan Rail Station-
"VORARLBERGER-BAHN EXP . SCHAAN-VADUZ NO 21 8 1884 ." This marking
is not listed in the LBK .

	

Mr . Rupp has given his signature
to this most interesting piece . Anybody else have any thoughts.
By the way the minium bid was 600 SF plus 15% Aufgeld.
. .. . . .. . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. ... ... ... ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. ... .. . .. .. . .. . .. ... .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. ... .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . ...
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A new publication in German is available . This is the
Motivhandbuch Liechtenstein by Schlungger . This 412 page com-
pendium has everything you could want to know about the people,
places, and things shown on the stamps of Liechtenstein . This
is handbook #21 from the Swiss Thematic Society and is available
for 40 SF . Write to the Secretary, SMV, 91 Bruelbergstrasse,
8400, Winterthur, Switzerland.

Well that's about it for this installment .

	

Please keep
those cards coming with news and views . They are much appre-
ciated . Happy collecting .

	

' /la k

HAROLD STRONG

	

Box 15027

	

WAIKIKI STATION

	

HONOLULU, HAWAII

	

96815

REVIEWS

	

BY E . NEUHOLD (TRANSLATED BY FELIX GANZ)

BookReview

DIE PFERDEPOST IN GRAUBÜNDEN (Horse Posts in the Grisons
Canton) . By Joos Gartmann . Published by and available from
Desertina Publ . Co ., 7180 Disentis / Muster, Switzerland.
About SFr . 60 (or right now about $23 .) plus postage.

That ' s a lot of money in the view of some philatelists who
would rather buy some Standing Helvetia, or a tête-bêche
or what have you :

	

But according to the first reader of
the then unprinted manuscript this book is almost as inter-
eating as a detective story.

The author spent 43 years in the Swiss postal service and
thus thoroughly knows his material even though the volume
(298 pages ; over 260 illustrations) covers actually 2500
years of transportation history, with special

consideration to the travel conditions in the Grisons region.

This is not a catalogue with net prices, but is a highly
fascinating account of historic and postal matters seen
from a great variety of points of view and including such
things as roads, destinations, surrounding geographic en-
tities within Switzerland and neighboring countries.

The book features an introduction by federal councillor
Schlumpf who wrote+ The reader not only is brought close
to the romantic aspects of the postal coach age, but re -
ceives solid, if not even minute accounts on the obstacles
and negative aspects which traffic through this region en-
countered from its very beginnings .

	

E.Neuhold (trsl.FG)

THE DIVISION OF LABOR IN AHPS

	

PRESIDENT . CHUCK LA BLONDE

PUBLISHER - WANTED!

Regrettable and urgent is the loss of Joe Reilly as publisher
of TELL . As a strictly volunteer organization, we understand
when one can no longer do a job - especially after long service.

Editor Steve has consented to do that job until I find someone,
but I would like him to do his job and have a publisher do his
job . I feel an urgent need to fill that job quickly . Please
write or call if you are interested in doing this important
job for AHPS . Let ' s get involved with and for AHPS .
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"CARTE POSTALE "

A BIT OF DELTIOLOGY!

by

	

William Turney

During several decades of collecting postage stamps, the
writer accumulated numerous post cards covering various countries
and topics .

Figure 1

The 22 Cantons.
Scene : Entrance to the Grotto of Fairies at Saint Maurice.

In recent years he was fortunate to have the friendship
of two Swiss gentlemen . Through their generosity and assistance
he became established in the fine area of Swiss philately.

Having saved postage stamps, army stamps, and yes, even
perfins - stationery items followed - then post cards.

In the field of deltiology, Switzerland has come forth
with colorful cards, displaying shields of the cantons, it ' s
postage stamps and various scenes . This small selection is
not meant to convert the avid philatelist!

Editor's Note .

	

The author of this article, one of our members,
has been a collector for many years .

	

Being a general world-
wide hobbyist, he became strongly interested in Swiss material
through Swiss friends . We thank his friends for getting him
interested in Swiss philately, and we thank Mr . Turney for shar-
ing his material with us.
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Figure 2

1843 - The first authorised adhesive postage stamps
on the European Continent - and one for PD No . 8.

Figure 3

Greetings to a daughter - July 1903 - Not Posted.
(Verlag H . Guggenheim & Co, Artist Atelier, Zurich, Dep .No . 1917)
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Figure 4

From "Grindelwald"

1882 - Cross of theConfederation and Numeral	 & Standing	 Helvetia
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Figure 6

" Best Wishes "

t figure

similar to Figure 5, Biel-Bienne scene, postmarked "Madretsch "
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ABOUT THE NOMENCLATURE OF POSTAGE

VARIED-- OR MIXED-- POSTAGE, THAT IS THE QUESTION HERE.

If a viewer of the exhibits at the NABA Zuri 84 looked
at them closer and analyzed them, and especially their descrip-
tion, he would often find the most diverse subtitles for the
same philatelic exhibits . Especially the sub-definitions, such
as varied- and mixed- postage were interpreted differently.

This contribution will try to define various concepts and
to document them . Especially the concept-definitions in the
region of mixed-postage and varied-postage could give a basis
here and there for discussion . The author would be grateful
if he could receive a certain echo from philatelic circles.
It is certain, however, that the commercial value of such phila-
telic material does not depend on it's nomenclature but from
it's degree of scarcity.

The documents or reproductions for the application of these
concepts originate from the epoch around the turn of the century.
They also have value for any previous or subsequent epochs.

SOLO - POSTAGE

This concept is probably interpreted the same everywhere.
It means that there is only a single stamp on the letter or
document, and that only this value was necessary for the correct
delivery of it . (Figure 1) . Not under this concept of solo-
postage belong such documents as wrappers or covers which have
in addition to a single stamp an imprinted value which is also
valid.

By George A. Volko

Translated by Peter A. Rubel

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE PHILATELIE
Commission For Expertizing And
The Prevention Of Forgeries
George A. Volko, President
Eschenweg 14 - CH 4800
Zoflingen, Switzerland

Figure 1
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MULTIPLE - POSTAGE

The foreign registered letter shown in Figure 2, is properly
franked with two 25 cts (Zumstein No . 73E) . According to our
concept this is a multiple
postage . The franking con-
sists of identical stamps.

It is, however, difer-
ent in the example in Fig-
ure 3 . Here stamps from
two different series (Zst.
67D & 73D) were used for
the correct franking . This
letter therefore has a
varied-postage, although
stamps with the same value
were being used.

MULTI COLOR - POSTAGE

This concept encompas-
ses all correctly franked
documents where at least two

	

Figure 2
stamps of different value but from the same series have been
used . An example is shown in Figure 4.

VARIED - POSTAGE (VARIEGATED, CHECKERED?)
A correctly franked document carries a varied-postage accord-

ing to our definition if it is franked with at least two values
from different series which at a certain time could be bought
at the post office simultaneously .

In the above mentioned
epoch a varied-postage con-
sists therefore of at least
one stamp of the series
Cross/Numeral and one stamp
of the series Standing Hel-
vetia . These series were
sold at the post office
simultaneously and comple-
ment each other . An example
is shown in Figure 5.

In the years until 1893
you could buy at the post
office also the 500 Cts.
postage due, and in the
year 1900 the Jubilee edition
besides the above mentioned
series . If combined with a

Cross/Numeral or a Standing Helvetia are such documents to be
classified as "varied-postage " or as "mixed-postage?"

According to previous usage documents franked in such a
way were usually classified as mixed-postage . However, according
to our present nomenclature such documents are definitely to
be classified as varied-postage ; the reason being as follows:
These stamp series could be obtained at the post office at the
same time and were valid for postage at the same time . Examples
of such varied-postage are shown in Figures 6, 7, & 8.

Figure 3
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Again, it may be pointed
out that the commercial value
of such philatelic documents
does not depend on the nomen-
clature, but on the degree of
scarcity of such documents.

MIXED - POSTAGE
A mixed-postage is assoc-

Figure 4

iated with four or more stamp
values quite automatically.
This is however not neces-
sarily so.

According to our nomen-
clature, a document shows a
mixed-postage if it has been
franked with at least two
stamps of different series
which were not obtainable at
the post office simultan-
eously, but were used for the

Figure 5

the correct postage.

In our pertinent epoch
this was the case for
instance with using a
Standing Helvetia and/
or Cross/ Numeral to-
gether with a stamp or
stamps of the series
Sitting Helvetia per-
forated (April 1, 1882
to Sept . 30, 1883)
shown in Fig . 9 & 10.

Figure 6

Such mixed-postage can also
occur with subsequent series
such as Tell boy ,Tell, Hel-
vetia with Sword, etc . This
was possible in the epoch
after 1907 until Dec . 31, 1924
the last day of validity for
the Standing Helvetia and
Cross/Numeral series.
Examples are shown in Figures
11 & 12 .

Figure 7
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However, there
are some gray areas
in this way of
ing at it . As
example it may
serve to use the
transition from
the Sitting Hel-
vetia to the
Standing Helvetia
epoch . The post
offices certainly

did not destroy
their inventories
of Sitting Helvet-
ia perforated on

look
an

Figure 8

March 31, 1882 . Nor did they
return them, but used them
up according to directive.
Therefore it was possible
here and there to buy
Sitting Helvetia at the
post office after April 1,
1882, and to use them
together with the subsequent

Figure 9

series . Nevertheless,
we designate any doc-
uments as mixed-
postage,
they had
and sent
validity
series .

as long as
been franked
during the
of both

PHILATELIC - POSTAGE

At that time there
already existed stamp
collectors who franked

Figure 10

postal documents according too
philatelistic viewpoints.
Usually this was done according
according one of the previously
discussed methods.

Often shipments would be over-
franked on purpose, and given to
the post office for shipment . In

Figure 11
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Dear Members,
Auction #60 has some very fine and interesting

material . The large number of covers should interest that
segment of our membership.

Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector
Catalogs or estimated retail.

For Auction #60 1 Sfr = $ .40 and 1 British pound =
$1 .27.

The Closing date for Auction #60 is June 22, 1985.
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these cases we can talk of
a philatelistic-postage.
(Fig . 13) The commercial
value of such a letter or
postcard, etc . would
certainly not be smaller
because of belonging to
the catagory of phila-
telic -postage.

case is similiar
letters, etc.show
interesting, but

not necessarily tariff-
correct conglomeration of
stamps, but are correctly
cancelled. They serve

The
where
often

Figure 12

then and now the use
of collecting and are
without doubt well
liked. (Fig. 14)

Todays FDC for example
also belong in this
category.

PHILATELIC-MACHINATION

Under philatelic-
machinations we under-
stand letters, post-
cards, etc . usually
not sent through the
post office, which
against regulations
have been cancelled
as a favor . We are
not talking about
fakes, as they belong
into a different

Figure 13

Chapter . They are always fakes, no
matter how beautiful they look.

Into the category of philatelic-
machinations belong for instance
cancellations of series no longer
valid, such as in figure 15 . Here
Sitting Helvetia had been cancelled
1909, although it had been invalid
for postage for a long time . Also in
Figure 16, the halving of Standing
Helvetia had been forbidden for quite
a while, despite the fact that the

a

Figure 14
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Figure 15

	

Figure 16

franking of a local letter was not 25 cts ., but only 5 cts.

Here too one can be of different opinion as to the value
of such documents . As long as it does not concern fakes, such
documents are just the same worth collecting . However, a clear
definition is certainly necessary, for instance at exhibitions.

RECAPITULATION

1 . SOLO - POSTAGE

	

Postal matter with only a single stamp.

2

	

MULTIPLE - POSTAGE Postal matter with at least two identical
stamps.

3. MULTI COLOR -

	

Postal matter with at least two different
POSTAGE

	

values of the same stamp series.

4 . VARIED - POSTAGE Postal matter with at least two stamps of
different stamp series which during a
certain time span could be bought simul-
taneously at the post office.

5 . MIXED - POSTAGE

	

Postal matter with at least two different
stamps which were not available at the post
office at the same time.

6. PHILATELIC -
POSTAGE

	

Postal matter which, however over-franked
and, as a rule also handled by the post
office.

7. PHILATELIC -
MACHINATION

	

Postal matter which for instance, as an
accomodation was cancelled, but as a rule
not handled by the post office .
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West from Albis - Reppisch Valley - Knonau District

by

W . Sturzenegger

(Translated by Charles LaBlonde)*

In this "somewhat remote " part of Canton Zürich a number
of very attractive city publicity cancels (K cancels) has
appeared in the past few years . Also, there is the 60 rp
definitive stamp from last year, part of the folk customs
series . The Schnabelgeissen of Ottenbach near Affoltern am
Albis takes place on the first and second Fridays in Decem-
ber . The twenty figures, clad in white linen wraps, clap
their long beaks to ask for money . Earlier, the purpose
was to ward off evil spirits, but today the event is more
social.

Let's return to Urdorf which belongs to urban Zürich . The
1984 cancel shows the church and the mighty guesthouse,
" zur Sonne . " Further up the valley we reach Birmensdorf.
A 1976 special cancel from this town noted its 1100 year
age . In 1977 this cancel became tha regular K cancel (with
the "1100 years " removed) . The picture shows the Kirch-
gasse with the Reformed Church in the background . Birmens-
dorf was first mentioned in 876.

Aesch bei Birmensdorf has also had its own town cancel
since 1974 . The cancel shows the beautiful community center.
The building was erected in 1709 as a school . Wettswil
celebrated its 800 year jubilee in 1984 . The special cancel
issued for this event was also modified to a K cancel by
removing the "800 years . "

Rifferswil in the Knonau District got its own K cancel in
1978 . The cancel shows the new community center which was
restored in 1977/78 by the architect Schnepp.

Finally we get to the district capital, Affoltern am Albis.
From this town there exists neither K cancel nor machine
slogan, but these will probably come . The city has been
the subject of an auto PO cancel (railroad jubilee) and
a 10 rp postcard with picture, issued in 1938 . The rail-
road postmark shows the arms of Zürich, Affoltern, Zug
and Luzern, of which the one from Affoltern is the most
splendid . The picture on the card shows a nice view of
the city with its church.

* This article first appeared in Philatelica, January 1985.
It is translated and published with permission.

UST OF POST OFFI CES CHARLES J. LA BLONDE

tack year the Swiss PTT publishes a list of all the post
offices in Switzerland . This little yellow booklet is a must
for all postmark collectors . It contains around 7000 place
names with post codes and much other information about each
post office . Orders for the booklet, which appears in June,
are being taken now . If you want one, send a dollar bill to
Swiss PTT, Parkterrasse 10, CH-3030 Bern, Switzerland, and ask
for a copy of the "Ortsverzeichnis ."
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT

	

RICHARD T . HALL, SECRETARY

NEW MEMBERS
NEW MEMBER APPLICATIONS

2163 Terry H . Coyne, Washington
2164 Vinal D . Grim, Wisconsin
2165 Nobuyuki Nagano, Japan
2166 Arthur Renfer, Florida
2167 Gregory B . Schroeder, Wisconsin

REINSTATEMENTS (All 1984 members)

1143 Charles Henry
1292 Howard W . Schwartz
1686 Hugh G . Neil
1886 Captain William Howes Collins
1993 George Alevizos

Respectfully submitted,

May/June 1985
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MY FAVORITE COVER . . OR NEARLY

	

P . GUINAND, MORGAN, SWITZERLAND

Translated (from French) by Diane Weiant

One could wonder how it is that a cover without a stamp

found its way into a Standing Helvetia collection .

	

One could
also wonder why that cover doesn ' t have a stamp .

	

Sent from

St . Gallen on March 3, 1886, it is addressed to New York and
its stamps appreas to have been unglued .

	

Whats more, it isn ' t

particularly clean.

Often, it ' s the other way around when looking for the solu-

tion to a Philatelic mystery . (Usually we have the stamp, but
not the cover) . Let ' s see then what we can learn from the back
of this cover : One finds merely a buff colored label . But
this label helps us to learn that this cover is a valuable docu-
ment and has quite a story to tell us.

Thanks to the kindness of Mario Wiedenmeier, we were able

to reconstruct that story with the fewest details and will reveal
it to you in this summary:

The Oregon, a ship of 7375 tons and 520 feet long owned by Cunard Steamship

Company, left Liverpool on Saturday morning March 6, 1886 around 10 :00 AM

under the command of Captain Philip Cottier . It carried nearly 650 passengers

and more than 200 crew members and her cargo comprising among others about
600 bags of newspapers and letters.

After an uneventful crossing, she approached New York, her destination . But

at dawn on Sunday March 14 while the temperature dropped to 32 degrees and
ice began to form, the Oregon was rammed by an "unknown vessel . " The accident

took place at 4 :30 twenty–six miles southwest of Fire Island . The serious-
ness of the shock wasn ' t apparent immediately, but after eight agonizing
hours, the Oregon sank 22 fathoms deep only about 18 miles from the coast.
The group of passengers and equipment were rescued by the German steamship
Fulda, arriving on the scene just in time . Captain Cottier is the last one
to leave his post on that cold morning at the end of winter.

Nothing remained of that unknown vessel which provoked the catastrophe and

which would be revealed later to be the Charkes Morse, an American steamship
which sank immediately after the collision .

LETTERRECOVERED FROM SUNKEN SHIP

The steamer Oregon sunk on
march 7, 1896 - The Letter
was recovered on July 1-4,
four months later.
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Seventy or so mail bags and newspapers were transferred to the Fulda then
taken to land to be distributed normally . Later, at the time of several

research operations, other bags would be recovered . The newspa pers weren ' t

generally able to be distributed because they didn ' t withstand the time in
salty water . But a good number of letters were sent on their way to their
destinations . This is the case of the one which we are presenting to you
and the label tells us that it was part of a mail bag which was found in
the beginning of July.

Standing Helvetia, we said? Yes, because the postal tax was then in force
in Switzerland requiring 25¢ postage for a regular letter to the USA and
March 3, 1886 at St . Gallen the sender (or postal clerk) glued on that letter
a 25¢ Standing Helvetia bluish green Zumstein No . 67Aa (or Ab).

It will not be possible, unfortunately, to determine if this stamp has or

hasn ' t one of those retouchings of which we are so partial to . Unless a

crab from the American coast has a good Philatelist among his ancestors.

SALES CIRCUIT NOTES

	

BY EMIL L . TOBLER

SALES CIRCUIT NOTES

As of April 11 we have 58 buyers registered . All but 17 have
received or will receive one or more of the 15 circuits which
were mailed since January . There have been over 1200 dollars
in sales . 57 sales books have been submitted, all but 10 of
which are on circuit or have been retired . 8 or those not on
circuit contain some nice Liechtenstein material in which only
2 buyers have shown interest . Right now WE NEED MATERIAL.
Virtually any category of good quality Swiss material except
post 1960 FDC ' s will find a ready market and should sell well
if priced sensibly . You do not have to completely fill a sales
book for it to be sent on a circuit . Incomplete books will be
accepted if they have a total sale value of $50 .00 or more.
Books which are completely filled will be accepted even if the
total sale value is less than $50 .00 . If you have good mat-
erial now is the time to mount it and sell through the cir-
cuits.

Caution to buyers! Our current regulations state that cir-
cuits must be sent by UPS or by USPS first class, priority/
special handling parcel post, express or registered mail only.
This type of mailing is required to comply with the terms of
our insurance policy . When using the USPS and sending first
class insured, be certain the clerk stamps the package "FIRST
CLASS ." If you don't, the clerk may forget and the circuit
will be sent 4th class . On March 12 I sent a circuit to Cali-
fornia and paid for first class mail . It was received in Cali-
fornia on April 5 . The envelope was not marked first class
with a resulting 3 week delay . Don't leave the counter until
you are satisfied that your package has been clearly marked
for first class handling.

Call or write if you have questions or I can be of help in
any way related to the circuits . Calls after 7 PM are best.

Emil L . Tobler, 98 Olde Wood Road, Glastonbury, CT 06033
Phone 203-633-7007
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BY MR . R. L . RAINEY
SWISS TRIVIA

WHO WAS READING THE
CALENDAR BACKWARDS .?

" Received in Mid-USA before it left Switzerland "

Lawyers sometimes use postmarks to support their argument that a

deadline was met, a contract was returned, or a series of happenings

came in a certain sequence . BUT CAN POSTMARKS BE TRUSTED? The ones

on a cover shown here indicate that a letter was received in mid-USA

the day before it left Switzerland . . .9 March 1978.

The letter brought information on special exhibition cancels of

the LEMANEX boat stamps . This was not handled with the standard form

that brings you an X in front of the its on a list of responses to

common questions.

A dater in use at the PTT Philatelic Office probably was preset

for First Day cancels, and non-routine correspondence sent out just

prior to First Day picked up the too-early date . Thus the letter

had a chance to beat the usual four days of travel time for air

mail, and a friendly postal clerk put the confirming arrival date in

Ohio alongside the Swiss dispatch cancel . (Too bad the Mar 8 dater

hit upside down or kopfstehend .)
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IS THIS OFFICIAL? CHARLES J . LA BLONDE

The covers shown by Helmut C . Neumann
on page 60 of the March/ April TELL
caused me to do some digging . I knew
I had seen a marking like the one
shown on his lower cover.

Sure enough, there it was . Its not a very pretty cover but
certainly interesting . Note the similiar marking in blue pencil
around the stamp . Although you cannot see it very well in the
picture, the stamp is imperf and very, very thick : It is, in
fact, cut from a postcard and glued to the cover . A quick glance
makes it look like stamp #120 but it is cut out from postcard
#56.

Is/was the box with circles the official Swiss PTT notation
for invalid stamps? Does anyone have more examples?

SAD NEWS

	

ASSOCIATE EDITOR, Felix Ganz

At the end of March, Walter Huber-Bertschmann died in Basel,
Switzerland . He was in his eighties . Never a big collector
who gathered prizes and awards, he nevertheless distinguished
himself as a researcher and collector of registration labels
of Switzerland.

TELL, a few years ago was lucky to receive the right to
print his study on the many existing types of these labels.
It is this kind of collector who pursues a very special (and
not necessarily expensive) aspect of our hobby to whom we must
be grateful for years of painstaking research for the benefit
of all philatelists, big and small.
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POSTMARKS
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REGIONAL DIRECTOR CENTRAL

	

WILLIAM R . LUCAS

AMERIPEX '86 UP DATE

We have not yet received confirmation of the dates of our
meetings for Ameripex . The volunteers who are putting together
what promises to be a great show should have this information
to us within the next month or two.

May I remind those interested in exhibiting that the dead-
line for submitting applications is June 30, 1985.

I understand that the Swiss PTT will continue its policy
of not attending shows of this type . I am sorry that they will
not be available for consultation and conversation . We have

been in contact with Ernest A . Kehr, the US representative to
see if the PTT will be available for our meetings at Ameripex.

The Liechtenstein PTT on the other hand will be in attend-
ance, I am told . We look forward to visiting with their people
and with their help in making our meetings interesting to those
of us who enjoy Liechtenstein collecting.

We are looking
This would give us
members and give our
messages, etc .

into sharing a table with another society.
the opportunity to spread the word to non-
members a central place for meeting, leaving

The problem is maning a
you have time to spare

your availability .

table for the 10 days of the show.
and plan to attend, please adviseIf

We look forward to a major turnout of AHPS members.

HOTEL POST COVER -- SOME INSIGHT

	

BY MRS . SOPHIE BUSER

I want to use this opportunity to comment on the postcard illustration on
the front cover of your first issue of TELL - (Jan/Feb 1985) . You will find
a very lengthy article in one of the Bulletins about Hotel Post Stamps, which
are strictly private.

You mention the name of E . Brändle . It is not clear to me whether he wrote
the postcard to England or whether he just put his name to it on the backside
as the owner or his approval that the card was genuine . The card seems to
me quite legitimate.

Airolo is the entrance & exit from the south by train into the St . Gotthard
tunnel . There is also a post ofice where the hotels nearby would deposit
their mail to the south and to the north . I rode north on this train in
1931 . The post office had nothing to do with that stamp . It was not supposed
to cancel hotel stamps, as the fee went to the hotel and the messinger . If
you see cancelled hotel stamps, they had been placed next to legitimate post-
age stamps and received thus part of the machine cancellation.

According to my memory, E . Brändle owned a fine pastry shop in Basel and
was a friend to my father-in-law Edward Buser, Sr . and his son . He was a
very knowledgeable philatelist . The three often discussed doubtful stamps
and each valued the other's opinion.

In 1918 when I spent some time at the Buser home in Basel, I heard often
discussions between the Busers . Evidently they respected each others' opinion
--and three heads are better than one . That was in 1918 - 1920 . Needless
to say, Brändle had a substantial collection . I hope this will shed some
light on the mystery of the card.
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